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The detection of a coherent radiative signal of known phase in the 
absence of background noise is treated in the framework of the 
quantum-mechanical form of detection theory. The rror proba- 
bilities of the optimum detector assess the effects of quantum- 
mechanical ~mcertainly alone on the detectability of such a signal; 
they are compared with those attained by a quasi-classical threshold 
detector and by a detector that counts the number of photons. The 
question of sufficient statistics in quantum detection and estimation 
is discussed. 
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QUANTU1VI HYPOTHESIS TESTING 
Part I of this paper (Helstrom, 1967a) 1formulated signal detection 
theory in quantum-mechanical terms in order to set up a framework for 
studying the detection of signals of optical frequencies. It was suggested 
that the fundamental limitations on the detectability of such signals 
could be ascertained by analyzing an ideal receiver that is as free as 
possible from special assumptions about the interaction of the observing 
system with the electromagnetic f eld carrying the signal and the noise. 
The ideal receiver was pictured as a lossless cavity, into which the signal 
and any accompanying background radiation are admitted by opening 
an aperture at the appropriate time. The aperture is later closed, and an 
observer makes the most informative measurements of the field in the 
cavity and processes their outcomes in the most effective way in order 
to decide whether the cavity contains a signal or not 2. 
The task of the observer is viewed as one of choosing between two 
hypotheses H0 and H1, under which the quantum-mechanical density 
operators for the field in the receiver are p0 and pl, respectively. In pure 
detection p0 describes the field in the absence of a signal, pl the field in 
its presence. It was shown in Part I that under the Bayes criterion of 
minimum average cost, the optimum procedure requires the observer to 
"measure" the projection operator 
II -- ~1  7,> (7, I, (7.1) 
k: 
yk>---0 
where the ] ,7~) are the eigenvectors of the operator pl - kp0 correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalues ,lk, 
(Pl -- ~kPo)I ~/k) ----- ~7,~ l~k). (7.2) 
i The numbering of sections and equations is consecutive with that of part I 
(ttelstrom, 1967a). 
For additional discussion, see Helstrom (1968b). 
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The parameter X is given by 
x = ~(C10 - Coo) 
(1 - 0 (C01-  C l l ) '  
where ~ and i - ~ are the prior probabilities of hypotheses H0 and H1, 
and C~ is the cost of choosing Hi when Hj is true (i, j  = 0, 1). Under 
the Neyman-Pearson criterion the detection operator II is the same, but 
is a Lagrange multiplier whose value is fixed by the requirement that 
~he false-alarm probability 
Qo = Tr poII = ~ (,k I pc [ w> (7.4) 
k: 
~k~0 
equal a pre-assigned value. The detection probability 
Qd = Tr p~II = ~ (~k I P~ I W) (7.5) 
k: 
~k_>--0 
is then as large as possible. When the density operators pc and p~ com- 
mute, the quantum-mechanical prescription reduces to the ordinary 
likelihood-ratio rule; the states [w) are then simultaneously eigenstates 
of pc and p~. 
The basic problem of detecting a coherent signal of known phase in 
thermal noise was left unsolved in Part I because the eigenvectors i w> 
in (7.2) could not be determined for it. A threshold etector was pro- 
posed as an approximation, and this threshold etector becomes equiva- 
lent to the conventional optimmn detector of a coherent signal in 
Gaussian oise when the frequency of the signal is low e~ough for classi- 
cal physics to be applicable. In this paper the optimum detector of such 
a coherent signal will be determined in the extreme case of negligible 
thermal noise, which arises when the frequency of the signal is so high 
that only the random nature of the signal itself prevents its infallible 
detection. 
The optimum detection operator, (7.1), does not provide a uniformly 
most powerful test for detecting a coherent signal of unk,lown amplitude 
in thermal noise, for as discussed in Section 10, it is a flmctioa of the 
signal amplitude. The threshold receiver, on the other hand, can be 
made independent of signal amplit~tde; and in fact, the threshold etec- 
tion operator in this case serves as an unbiased and efficient estimator 
of the amplitude of the signal. It is possible to set a lower bound to the 
mean-squared rror of an estimate of a signal parameter in the quantum- 
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mechanical receiver, and the threshold operator attains this lower bound 
when used to estimate the signal amplitude (Helstrom, 1967b, i968a). 
8. CHOICES BETWEEN PURE STATES 
An extreme case of quantum detection is that in which the receiver 
is in one pure state I @0> under hypothesis H0 and in another pure state 
I@1) under H1. Such a condition would arise, for instance, if the ob- 
server had to decide which of two coherent signals is present in the ideal 
receiver, background radiation being negligible or absent. This decision 
may be liable to error owing to the quantum-mechanicM uncertainties 
in the specification of the two signals, whose wave-packets may overlap. 
The density operators are now 
p0 = [~0> <~0 I, p1 = I~1) (~1 I, (8.1) 
and in order to find the detection operator 11 we must solve the charac- 
teristic equation (7.2). There are only two eigenstates with nonzero 
eigenvalues, and we label them ] ~1> and ] ~o). They are linear combina- 
tions of ]~bo) and I¢1), 
= z 01$o> + k = o, 1, (8.2)  
where z~0 and zkl are constants to be determined. Substituting into (7.2) 
and equating coefficients of I@o} and I@1), we obtain the simultaneous 
equations 
--~,~*zkl- ~%o = wzk0, (8.3) 
= I¢0>. 
The two eigenvalues n~ for which these quations possess nonvanishing 
solutions are the roots of the determinantal equation 
l - -y ~/ V =0, 
-X~* - X - 
and are given by 
nx= ½(1-- X) +R >0,~0 = ½(1-  X ) -R  <0,  (8.4) 
R = {[½(1 - X)] ~ + Xq} ½, q = 1 - I~ I ~. (8.5) 
The parameter q equals the square of the sine of the angle between the 
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state vectors ]¢0} and [¢1} in Hilbert space; when q = 1, they are 
orthogona]. 
The coefficients z~1, Zko are given by 
zkl = --~Ak, zk0 = (1 -- ~k)Ak, (8.6) 
and some tedious algebra shows that Ak, determined by the normaliza- 
tion (vkl yk) = 1, is given by 
I dk1-2  = 2R(~k- -q ) ,  k = 0,1, (8.7) 
within an inconsequential phase factor. 
Any other eigenstates {vk} must be orthogonal to both Iv0} and 
I ~1}, and hence also to both I $o} and I •1}. Their eigenvalues are there- 
fore 0, and on measurement of lI they occur with zero probability under 
both hypotheses, 
I(~0[~412 = [(¢1[~4[ 2 = 0, k ~0,2 .  
The optimum detection operator can be taker~ simply as 
n -- t ,1) <,1 I. (8 .s )  
The false-Matin and detection probabilities are, by (7.4) and (7.5), 
Q0 = (~1 1 p0 1 Vl) = l(vi I~0}12 
(8.9) 
= ]7"z~1 + zlo I ~ = (71 - -  q ) /2R ,  
Qd = (~1 I pl [ ~1> = [<~1 I¢1)1 ~ 
(s.lo) 
= I z11 + ~z~o 12 = (~ + ~q)/2R. 
If the receiver is to meet the Neyman-Pearson criterion, the parameter 
is determined so that Q0 in (8.9) equals the pre-assigned value. The 
detection probability is then calculated from (8.10). 
If, in particular, the states I~b0> and I¢1} are orthogonal, 
l~ l  = o ,q  = 1, R = ½(1 + ×), ~1 = 1,~o = -x ;  
and Q0 = 0, Qd = 1. Orthogonal states can be distinguished with zero 
probability of error. The problem of deciding between two orier~tations 
of the spin of a particle, treated in Part I, Section 1 (iv), is another 
special case of the present analysis, q being there equal to ½. 
9. NOISELESS DETECTION OF RADIATIVE SIGNALS 
The electromagnetic field of the receiver will be described in terms of 
normal modes as outlined in Section 4, part I. The coherent states of 
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this field are simultaneously right-eigenstates of the set of annihilation 
operators am for the modes, and we denote them by I ~), 
I = I (9.1)  
where a is the column vector of the right-eigenvalues am • The a~ are 
the mean complex amplitudes of the modes, and the expected value of 
the positive-frequency part of the electric intensity is, by (4.2), 
<~+(r, t)> = i~'. (hWm/2)~amUm(r) exp (--i¢omt). (9.2) 
m 
In the classical limit this is the positive-frequency part of the electric 
intensity itself, and it corresponds to the classical analytic signal. 
Suppose that an observer is to decide whether the field in the receiver 
is in the coherent state [~> (hypothesis H0) or in the coherent state 
l~) (hypothesis H1). When this decision is made in the best possible 
way, the probabilities, under the two hypotheses, of choosing H1 are 
given by (8.9) and (8.10), in which the parameter q is 3 
q = 1 -- I( ,~]~>I ~ = 1 -- exp( - -~ la~ -- f l~l~).  (9 .3 )  
Ill 
I t  depends on the states of the fields of the two signals and the degree 
to which they are orthogonal. 
In particular, if the decision is between an empty receiver (a~ -- 0) 
and one with a signal represented by the coherent state ] ~), the false- 
alarm and detection probabilities are given by (8.9) and (8.10) with 
q = 1 - exp ( -N , ) ,  (9.4) 
where 
N.  = t (9.5) 
m 
is the average total number of photons in the field of the signal. For a 
raarrowband signal whose spectrum is centered at an angular frequency 
~, N~ = E/lif~, where E is the expected value of the energy of the signal. 
The operating characteristic of the optimum detector, the graph of Qd 
versus Qo, is plotted in Fig. 1 for N~ = 1 as the curve marked "opti- 
mum". 
In Section 3, part I, the threshold etector of a signal was defined as 
one that in effect measures an operator II0 for which a certain signal- 
s Glauber (1963), Eq. (3.33), p. 2771 and Section IX, pp. 2781-2784. 
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Fie. I. Operating characteristics fordetection of a signal of known phase in the 
absence of background noise; N~ = 1. For the optimum detector Q~ -= 1, exp 
(-N~) -- 0.368 < Qo <= 1. 
to-noise ratio, (3.11), is maximum. As a direct extension of (3.22) to a 
receiver with many modes, the threshold operator for deciding whether 
the signal I f~) is present or not in the midst of thermal noise is given by 
II0 -- ~ (~m*am + ~ma~+), (9.6) 
m 
when the noise components of the modes are uacorrelated and have the 
same average number N of photons. This threshold operator corresponds 
to the matched filter for ordinary detection in Gaussiaa noise. 
The false-alarm and detection probabilities for the threshold etector 
are (Helstrom, 1965) 
Q0 = erfe x = (2~) -I exp ( - t2 /2)  dt, 
(9.7) 
Q~= 1-er fc (D-x ) ,  
where the signal-to-noise ratio D ~ is 
D ~ = 4N~/(2N -4-- 1), (9.8) 
and erfc x is the error-hmction i tegral. The curve marked "threshold 
detection" in Fig. 1 displays the operating characteristic of the threshold 
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receiver when background noise is absent and D 2 = 4N~, again for 
N~ = 1. 
Incoherent detection, the mere counting of photons, has been con- 
sidered superior to coherent detection of optical signals (Goodman, 
1966). As shown in Section 2(iv), the optimum detector of a coherent 
signal of unknown phase in a single mode of the ideal receiver indeed 
compares the number of photons in the mode with a decision level. Phase 
information can be used, however, when available, to attain a greater 
probability of detecting a signal. 
If the receiver simply counts the number of photons in the modes, it 
might decide that a signal is present whenever any photons are observed, 
hypothesis Ho being chosen only when no photons at all are counted. 
When background radiation is absent, the number of photons is gov- 
erned under hypothesis H1 by the Poissen distribution with mean value 
N .... The probability of detection is Q~ = 1 - exp ( -N~),  and the 
false-alarm probability is zero. By randomization, however, a greater 
probability of detection can be attained if the possibihty of false alarms 
is accepted. The observer chooses hypothesis H1 whenever he counts a 
positive number of photons; when he counts none, he chooses H1 with 
probability Q0 by, for instance, tossing a properly biased coin. The 
false-alarm probability is then Q0, and the probability of detection is 
Qa = Qoexp (--N~) + 1 - exp ( -N~)  
(9.9) 
-- 1 -- (1 -- Q0) exp ( -N , ) .  
This is plotted for N~ = 1 as the straight line marked "incoherent de- 
tection" in Fig. 1. The optimum detector, which uses knowledge of the 
phase of the signal, is superior to both the threshold and the incoherent 
detector. 
10. FACTORABLE DENSITY OPERATORS AND THE QUESTION 
OF SUFFICIENCY 
In conventional hypothesis testing, the choice between a simple 
hypothesis H0 and a composite hypothesis H~ is based on the joint 
probability density functions p0(x) and pl(x;~) of the data 
x = (xx, x~, ..-  , x.) under the two hypotheses. Here 0 represents an 
unknown parameter such as, ~ in signal detection, the amplitude of a 
signal. The optimum strategy compares the likelihood ratio px(x; 8)/ 
p0(x) with a fixed decision level and selects Hi when the level is sur- 
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passed. The resulting test can be made independent of the unknown 
parameter 0 only under certain circumstances. 
In particular, it mayhappen that the joint density function pl(x; 0) 
can be factored into the form 
pl(x; 0) = f ig(x);  o]po(x), (lo.1) 
whereupon the likelihood ratio depends on the data x only through the 
statistic g(x). The optimum strategy is then equivalent to comparing 
g(x) ~dth an appropriate decision level, which is determined by a pre- 
assigned false-alarm probability. The resulting test, which is independent 
of the parameter 0, is said to be "uniformly most powerful"; and g(x) 
is called a "sufficient statistic". The sufficient statistic contains all the 
information in the data x relevant o making the choice between hy, 
potheses H0 and H1 in the optimum manner. 
In quantum detection the hypothesis H1 can be called "composite" 
when the density operator o1(0 ) for the receiver depends on an unknown 
parameter 0. If the null hypothesis Ho entails a density operator po in- 
dependent of any unknown parameters, it can be termed "simple". It 
may happen that the density operator 01(0) cart be factored as :, 
re(O) = U+[g(~); O]poU[g((); 01 (10.2) 
in which the ttermitian operator g((), independent of 0, is a function of 
a set ~ = (~1, ~,  "-- , ~)  of dynamical variables ~k of the system. The 
form of (10.2) is consistent with the requirement that the operator p~(0) 
be Hermitian. The question arises whether the optimum strategy for 
choosing between the simple hypothesis H0 and the composite hypothesis 
H1 can be based solely on measurement of the operator g([), which 
would then acquire the role of a sufficient statistic. 
A case in point involves the detection of a coherent signal in the pres~ 
ence of thermal radiation. For simplicity we consider that only a single 
mode of oscillation is excited by the signal, which has a known phase, 
but an unlmown amplitude A. As in part I, (2.9), (2.15), the density 
operators are given by 
f : oo = (~rN) -1 exp ( -  ]~ ]2/N)] o~) (o~ [d2,~; 
o (A) = f exp ( - -  ]o~ -- A# I~/N)I ,~) (,~ I d~,~, (10.3) 
N = (e "~ - 1) -~, w = lift~k3, . 
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where 9 is the frequency of the mode, K is Boltzmamfs constant, ~nd 
5 is the absolute temperature of the thermal radiation. Here t~ is a 
lmown phase factor, I~l = 1, and A s = N, is the mean number of 
signal photons. It is shown in the appendix that pl(A ) and p0 are re- 
lated by Eq. (10.2), with the operator U defined by 
U = exp [(2N -t- 1)-l(AII0 - AS)]. (10.4) 
where II0 = ~*a ~- t~a + is the threshold etection operator, as in (3.22). 
A test based on measuring 110 and comparing the outcome with a deci- 
sion level would be independent of the unimown amplitude A. 
We have shown in Section 9, however, that when thermal noise is 
absent, N = 0, the threshold etector is inferior to one based on the 
operator II of (8.8), which is in fact optimum. That operator II depends 
implicitly on the amplitude of the signal, and it cannot provide a uni- 
formly most powerful test. It appears, therefore, that even though the 
density operator pl(0) may be factorable fix a manner that resembles the 
factorization of ordinary probability density functions, a statistic is not 
necessarily thereby obtained on which optimum detection can be solely 
based. 
For a receiver in which many modes are excited, the density operator 
p~(A ) can be similarly factored. This density operator is now given by 
(4.6) of par~ I, in which the signal amplitudes ~m must be replaced by 
A#m, with A a common unknown amplitude. The operator U is 
u = exp  (A o - 
IIo = M+(I + 2V)-~a + a+(I n u 2V)-~M, (10.5) 
s = M+( I  + 2~)-~M, 
where a is a column vector of the annihilation operators am of the mode 
osdxllators, M is a column vector of the known coefficients gin, ~ is the 
mode correlation matrix, defined fix Eq. (4.5), and I is the identity 
matrix. The Hermitia.n conjugate row vectors are denoted by +. Here 
again II0 serves as a threshold etection operator, but it cannot be the 
optimum detection operator even when the overall phase of the signal 
is, as here, assumed known. 
11. SUFFICIENCY IN PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
In part I, Section l(vi), the estimation of a parameter 0 of a density 
operator p(0) was briefly mentioned. If p(O) describes the field of a 
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radiative signal and  noise, 0 might  be a parameter  of ,the Signal, such as 
its ampl i tude or t ime Of arrival. Let  us suppose that the estimate 'of 0 
is to be the outcome of a measurement  of an operator X,  whic]~ ~s a 
function of the dynamica l  variables ~ of the system; Two desirable 
properties of such an estimate are a lack of bias and  a small mean-  
squared error. The  bias b(0) of the estimate is defined as the difference 
between its expected value and the true value of the parameter, ' 
b(O) = E (~) -- 0 = Trp(X-  0), ' ill.l) 
and  the mean-squared error is 
g = E(~- -  0) 2 = Trp(X-  0)  2 . 
In ordinary statistics, a lower bound to the mean-squared rror of an 
estimate is provided by the Cram6r-Rao inequality (Rao, 1945; Cram6r, 
1946), ([° ]? E(~- -0 )  2_-__ [ l+b ' (0 ) ]  2 E ~lnp(x ;0 )  (11.2) 
where b'(O) = db(O)/dO, and p(x; 0) is the joint probability density 
function of the data x = (xl, x~, .-. , x~) on which the estimate is 
based. There is a generalization covering the estimation of a number of 
parameters (Cram~r, 1946). Equality obtains in (11.2) when the esti- 
mate 0(x) is a sufficient statistic and when 
o in p(x; 0) = ~(0)[~(x) - 0] ( t l .3 )  
00 .... 
where k(O) may be a function of 0, but not of the data x. 
Although in quantum statistics no general procedure for findingesti- 
mates with minimum mean-squared error apparently exists , a lower 
bound to the mean-squared rror attainable by any estimator X of 0 is 
set by  an inequality similar to that in (11.2)i .' 
E(0  -- 6) 2 -- T r  p(X  -- 6)  2 >= [i -b b'(O)] 2 (T r  pLY)  - I  
( op L)-I (11.4) = [1 + 5'(0)] 2 Tr~-~ , 
where L, the symmetrized logarithmic derivative (s.l.d.) of the density 
operator p(O) with respect to 0, is defined as the Solution of the operator 
equation 
20p/O0 = pL --[- Lp. (11.5) 
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For a proof of the inequality (11.4), see HeIstrom (1967b); and for a 
generalization to unbiased estimates of a number of parameters, ee 
Helstrom (1968a). 
Equality obtains in (11.4) when the s.l.d. L is proportional to (X - 0 ), 
L = k(t~)(X - 0), (11.6) 
where k(0) is a numerical function of the true value 0 only. By inte- 
grating (11.5) we see that the density operator p(O) must then have 
the form 
p(o) = U+(X; o)pW(x; o) (11.7) 
where pb is independent of the parameter 0,and where U(X; ~) satisfies 
the operator equation 
OU/O0 = ½UL = ½k(~)U(X - ~). (11.8) 
An unbiased estimator X satisfying (11.6) and hence suffering the least 
mean-squared rror [k(0)]-1 may be called an 'efficient' estimator. 
When the joint density function p(x; 0) factors, as in (10.1), into a 
part depending on the data x only through 0(x) and a part independent 
of the unknown parameter 0, the estimate ~(x) is termed 'sufficient'. 
The Bayes and maximum-likelihood estimators are then functions of the 
data only through 0(x). One might be tempted by analogy to label the 
operator X appearing in the factorization of (11.7) 'sufficient'. How- 
ever, it is not certain that when such a factorization is possible, the 
optimum estimator in, say, the Bayes sense of Section l(vi) will involve 
the dynamical variables of the receiver only through the operator X. 
'A' simple example is furnished by the estimate of the amplitude A of 
a coherent signal of known phase in a single mode of an ideal receiver 
with thermal noise. The density operator p(A ) is the same as pl(A ) in 
(10.3), and it can be factored as in (11.7) with U given by (10.4). The 
s.l.d, of p(A ) with respect o A is 
1 --1 L---- (N@~)  (1Io-  2A) 
(11.9) 
= 4(X - A) / (2N + 1) 
where 
X -- ½IIo --l~(~*a -b ~a +) (11.10) 
is an unbiased estimator of the amplitude A with the minimum possible 
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error variance 
Var~ = Trp(X - A) ~ = ~(2N + 1). (11.11) 
Equality obtains in (11.4) for this estimator, and it is therefore fficient 
(Helstrom, 1967b). 
When the signal occupies many modes of the field in the receiver, as 
described at the end of Section 10, an efficient estimator of its amplitude 
A is 
X = II0/2s, (11.12) 
with IIo and s given by (10.5). The variance of the estimate is equal to 
(4s) -1. In this instance, the s.hd. is 
L = 4s(X -- A ) 
by virtue of (10.2), (10.5), and (11.8) . . . .  
Just as the operators II0 appearing in (10.4) and (10.5) are not 
sufficient for optimum detection of the signal, so are the operators X in 
(11.10) and (11.12) not necessarily sufficient for estimation of signal 
amplitude A in the Bayes sense, even though they arise naturally in the 
factorization (11.7) of the density operator p(A ). The concept of suffi- 
ciency seems not to be transferrable from classical to quantum statistical 
theory. 
APPENDIX 
FACTORIZATION OF THE DENSITY OPERATOR 
To prove that the density operator p~(A) in (10.3) can be factored 
as in (10.2), with U given by (10.4), we first write U as 
U = exp (cS*a -t- c~a + - c l~ I ~) 
= exp ( -c l f l  I S + ½c~[~ I S)ec~+ec~*a, 
=A~,  c= (2N+1)  -1, 
using the rule that for two operators A and B whose commutator [A, B] 
is a c-number 4 
e% B = exp {A + B + ½[A, B]}. 
~Messiah (1961), p. 442. 
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Hence 
f U+o;U = exp [c(c 2)1 f~ I ~1 exp ( -1  a I~/N)e~#~÷e°g*~la) (a[ 
• e~e~+: *~ d~o,/,~N 
= e~ [c(c - 2)I ~ I~]f exp ( - I  ~ : /N + c:~ + ~,~*) 
= exp [c(c -- 2)1/~ [3 q_ c=lf~ [~1 
• f exp ( -- [ a I~/N -t- 2cf3*a -b 2c[3a*) 
• D(cfl)[ c~> (a [ D+(c~) d=,~/~rN, 
where 
D(),) = ~+e-X*~e -L~:/~ 
i s  the displacement operator: Here we have used 
: * °  I ~) = : * "  I ~), (~1:  °÷ = : " * (~ I • 
Now 6 
n(c3)l  ~) = D(c~) D(a)[ O) 
1 * = D(a "b cfl) exp ~c(fla -- fl*a)l O) 
= exp ( ic Im~*a) l  a -t- cf~), 
so that 
: oxp t2c(c - a : i f  exp [--[ a [2/N + 2C(fl*a + U+poU ~*)1 
= f exp [ - [  ~ - :~ Is~ N] d~/~rN = pl, 
by a change of integration variable, ~ = a -b c:~. This is what we wished 
to prove. 
6 GIauber (1963), Eq. (3.21), p. 2770. 
Ibid., Eq. (3.13), p. 3770 and Eq. (7.14), p. 2778. 
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To derive (10.5), the matr ix~ is diagonalized by a unitary transfor- 
mation of the mode operators am (Helstrom, 1967e). The resulting form 
of the density operator pl(A ) then factors into a product of operators 
of the form of (10.3), and the analysis just carried out can be applied 
to each. At the end one performs the inverse unitary transformation to
obtain (10.5). 
RECEIVED : June 21, 1967 
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